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EXCAVATIONS ON THE SITE OF LIVERPOOL 
CASTLE, 1927.

By F. Charles Larkin, F.R.C.S.
Read December 8th, 1927, with some additions March, 1928.

IN the summer of 1927 an excavation was made in 
Derby Square, Liverpool, north-west of the Queen 

Victoria Memorial, for the construction of a " public con 
venience." As it was within the area once occupied by 
Liverpool Castle the work was closely watched in the 
hope that something might be discovered to make our 
knowledge of that structure more exact.

This part of the castle site had been subsequently 
occupied by St. George's Church, or rather two churches 
of that dedication had succeeded each other thereon. 
The engineers had calculated that a portion of the area 
to be excavated corresponded with part of the site of the 
church tower, and as it is on record 1 that the towers had 
been built, with disastrous consequences to the first, 
partly on the filled-in moat, it was expected that traces 
of that ditch would be found. This anticipation was 
speedily confirmed by the fact that while the diggers 
soon came down to rock in the eastern part of the area, 
in the western nothing was met with between the medley 
of wall foundations but filling-in material.

For the sake of clearness, the castle remains will, in the 
following description, be first considered and those of 
later buildings ignored until the castle has been dealt 
with completely. No sign of castle masonry was met 
with. What was found is indicated in Figs. 30 and 31.

To the east or Lord Street side of the excavation,

1 Brooke, Liverpool in the Last Quarter of the Eighteenth Century, p. 49.
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close below the present surface, there was a surface of 
rock which extended "westward nearly half-way across 
the area and then suddenly dropped downwards at about 
45° to a depth of a little over 9 ft., forming a well-marked 
bank. At the bottom of this slope, at 9 ft. 3! ins. below 
the level of the street, there was a horizontal ledge 4 to 
6 ins. wide, and then the bank dropped steeply at about 
20° from the vertical (Fig. 32).

The excavation stopped at 2 ft. below the horizontal 
ledge, but by probing with an iron it was ascertained 
that the steep descent continued for 4 or 5 ft. How 
much further it went we were unable to ascertain.

The rock surface of the bank was undoubtedly artificial, 
and, especially just below the ledge, showed clearly 
marks of the pick. The space west of the bank had been 
brought up to the surface level by artificial filling. Driven 
into this filling under one of the walls two piles were 
found. Their position is shown in Figs. 31 and 41 and 
will be dealt with later. One of these when drawn out 
was found to be 9 ft. long without the shoe, showing 
that the bottom of the ditch here is certainly more than 
18 or 19 ft. below the present surface. We shall see 
later that it is probably about 22 ft. below the level of 
Derby Square.

The weather was exceptionally wet and great quantities 
of rain fell into the excavation. All of it however ran 
down holes in the filling and the same happened to a 
large amount of water that flowed out of opened-up 
vaults and especially from a large vaulted chamber on 
the north side. We wished we could have descended 
the tunnel beneath James Street (shortly to be described) 
to see if the water from the excavation was finding its 
way into it.

From the main excavation a passage, chiefly tunnel, 
was made to connect the drains with a sewer man-hole 
some 40 ft. distant in Preeson's Row. This passed for
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FIG. 32.

NORTH SIDE AND FLOOR OF EXCAVATION. 

Rock on right ; filling on left.
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nearly its whole length through filling, but at 33 ft. rock 
was encountered through which the tunnel was con 
tinued a few feet to reach the brickwork of the man 
hole (Fig. 31).

The face of this rock, which was clearly the west side 
of the moat, was very similar to the cast side. It showed 
the same kind of pick-marks, and at approximately the 
same level there was a ledge 2 to 4 ins. wide. The rock 
below the ledge was of about the same steepness as on 
the east side, viz. 20° from the vertical ; but above the 
ledge the face was much steeper than on the opposite 
bank, namely about 22° instead of 45°. From these 
data the width of the moat at the ground-level is about 
48 ft. or 16 yds. As, however, the tunnel crossed the 
moat at about 15° from the right angle, the measurement 
straight across would be a foot or so less. On the Duchy 
plans of 1704/5, which I shall mention later, the width 
of this part is about 15 yds.

No information was obtained as regards former sur 
face levels. The only area that could possibly have been 
a natural surface was that east of the top of the moat 
bank. This had been of late covered by a flower-bed, 
and when the soil was removed it was found to be irregular 
broken rock mixed up with brickwork of former vaults 
and nowhere was there any appearance of an ancient 
surface.

There is a description of the castle in a report of Queen 
Elizabeth's Commissioners in 1559. 1 It is in complete 
agreement with the only contemporary plan known to 
exist, namely that of 1644, by Gomme, King Charles the 
First's engineer (Fig. 38). The original is in the British 
Museum. 2 It is reproduced, not quite correctly, by 
Baines, 3 and also in part by Cox, whose paper in our

1 Trans. Hist. Soc. Lanes, and Ches., vol. 59, pp. 162 sqq.
2 Sloane MSS. 5027, A 69.
3 Liverpool (p. 289).

N
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Transactions 1 contains much of interest and ingenuity, 
but is completely marred by errors due chiefly to his 
having relied on a transcription of Gregson's which is 
incorrect 2 and on a hand-made copy of Gomme's plan 
which is inexact.

According to the 1559 report, the castle was " scituate 
upon a rokk of stone," a description conveying the idea 
of something standing out well above its surroundings. 
We know that the original Derby Square was so much 
above the level of Preeson's Row that they were con 
nected by a long flight of steps (Kenyon's steps) 3 (Fig. 33). 
Picton states definitely that the castle site was 8 to 10 ft. 
above the level of the square of his time and " within a 
foot or two of the level of the terrace forming the church 
yard." * Picton is confirmed by the statement in Sea- 
come,5 who says that the moat was 10 yds. deep. As 
we shall see the bottom of the moat is about 22 ft. below 
the present ground-level, so the latter must be about 
8 ft. lower than it was when the castle existed.

The castle rock was probably steeper on the west than 
on the east, as the road from Castle Street to Pool Lane 
(South Castle Street) took the latter route. Even after 
the moat was filled up no direct way could be made for 
carts from James Street to Lord Street till the rock was 
lowered. Until this was done the line of communication 
was along Moor Street, Castle Hill, Castle Hey (Harring- 
ton Street) and Potato Market (Fig. 33). Castle Hill is

1 Trims., 42, pp. 195 sqq.
2 As was long ago pointed out by Mr. Robert Gladstone, Gregson copying 

from Sir Roger Bradshaigh's letter-book wrote inter for intir [= entire in 
modern spelling]. Cox in turn took Gregson's inter for the Latin word 
[ = between] and so the entire wall of the report in Bradshaigh became inter- 
wall, or partition in Cox (Gregson's Frags., 3rd Edn., 1869, p. 159. Cf. Trans., 
63, p. 127, and p. 120, note).

3 Picton, Liverpool Municipal Records, ii, 61.
4 Memorials of Liverpool, ii, 11 and 98. For views of St. George's Church 

showing terrace, see Enfield's Liverpool, 1773 ; The Stranger in Liverpoolt 
1836, and Trans., 51, p. 28.

B House of Stanley (1741), p. no.





1. North Moat.
2. South Moat.
3. West Moat.
4. East Moat.
5* |- Ramp, of Moat. Figs. 30 and 31.

Ramp, of Moat. Fig. 37.
9. Sub-basement Midland Bank.

10. do. Nat. Prov. Bank. 
n, n, ii. Corporation property outside 

moat. Fig. 35.

12. Potato Market.
13. Castle Orchard.
i.j. Tunnel to shore.
15. Outline plan of St. GeorgeV Church.
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now built over between Castle Street and Lower Castle 
Street, but a short length still remains behind the National 
Provincial Bank between Lower Castle Street and Fen- 
wick Street.

There is no mention of a moat in the 1559 report, and 
when the moat was made and whether it was part of the 
original castle is unknown and has been questioned. A 
fosse is frequently mentioned much earlier. 1 But I am 
told that fosse in mediaeval documents, like dyke, does 
not necessarily mean a trench.

It is not clear from Gomme's plan that a castle moat 
existed as part of the Parliamentary defences (Fig. 38). 
Seacome (I.e.) is, however, very definite as to its existence 
before the siege by Prince Rupert. That some work on 
it was done by one side or other during the Civil War is 
strongly suggested by Edward Moore's memorandum in 
the Rental that rubbish taken out of the castle trench was 
at that time (circa 1667-8) lying heaped up in front 
of the houses in Preeson's Row and the top of Castle 
Hill, and was blocking up the road and ought to be 
put back into the trench. 2

The exact time when the moat was filled up is also not 
clear. This was probably done under the powers given 
by the lease of 1704/5 (see below), and before the grant 
of the site to the Corporation by the Act of 1714/5, as 
it is shown by a statement of a complaint made by the 
residents at the back of the castle, that in 1710 the south 
moat at any rate was completely filled. 3 That the moat 
was filled up long before the surface was lowered is 
shown by the fact that Kenyon's steps and the passage 
that preceded them actually crossed the site of the moat 
(Figs. 33 and 34). The steps were made before 1726, first

1 1327 (Muir & Platt, Hist. Municip. Govt. in Liverpool, p. 298), 1346 
fosse around the Castle (ibid., 299), and 1348 (ibid., 301).

2 Moore Rental, Irvine, Ch. II, p. 107, and Chetham Soc., vol. 12, p. 84.
3 Picton, Records, ii, 61.
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of wood, 1 but they are not shown on the 1725 plans, e.g. 
Chadwick's. Some further information about the filling 
is afforded by an old sketch plan made by Gregson 
and preserved in the Athenasum, Liverpool. 2

It might be as well to mention that no stone filling was 
met with in the part of the moat excavated, only clay 
and rubbish. If the rock had been lowered at the same 
time as the moat was filled we might expect that some 
stone would have been found. But of course there might 
not have been enough stone to fill the whole and there 
may be some in other parts.

The side of the moat exposed in the excavation was 
not quite straight, but had, particularly near the southern 
end, a slight curvature convex to the west. It is seen, 
perhaps somewhat emphasised, in Fig. 31. As one of the 
round towers stood within the site of the Queen's 
Memorial, it might be suggested that the fosse was com 
mencing to bend round it, but the Duchy plans preclude 
this explanation as they show (Fig. 35) rectilinear corners 
as late as 1705, only just before filling in. I can there 
fore only assume that the curve is due to some local 
irregularity not otherwise indicated in the plans.

What was found in the excavation enables us to recover 
with a fair amount of precision the position of the west 
moat. Its eastern edge is seen to lie in a line drawn 
from the kerb of the footwalk of the east side of the end 
of Lower Castle Street, across the square to the south 
east corner of Redcross Street, crossing, at about the 
5th or 6th step, the second flight of the west approach to 
the Queen's statue. So that the lower part of these 
stairs is over the moat, and I am inclined to think shows 
some slight sign of subsidence, especially to the south.

The line of the western edge of the same moat is from a 
point a foot or so west of the south-west corner of the 
National Provincial Bank on the eastern side of Fenwick

1 Picton, Records, ii, 61. 2 Box 3, pi. 4.
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Street end to the doorway of Old Castle Buildings, in the 
middle of the projecting corner of Preeson's Row and 
Redcross Street. It will be noted that this line passes a 
few feet to the east of a man-hole, near the junction of 
Preeson's Row with Derby Square. It was to this man 
hole that the tunnel from the excavation led.

Among the Duchy of Lancaster records are two care 
fully drawn plans of the castle site. 1 The plans were 
made, one in January, and the other in February, 1704/5, 
in anticipation of the leasing of the site to the Corpor 
ation, which was done on 5 March following. 2 Of the 
two plans, that dated 6 February has more detail and 
is reproduced, from the Athenaeum tracing, in Fig. 35. 
It shows that the castle site was surrounded by a quad 
rilateral moat, having north, south, east and west portions 
enclosing a central area which communicated with Castle 
Street by a bridge crossing the north moat : that the Cor 
poration owned houses, etc., abutting on the whole of the 
outside of the south and west moats, and on most of the 
north moat : that along the north moat east of the 
bridge and along the whole length of the east moat there 
were no houses because roads there ran along the very 
edge of the moat. The road on the north side is marked 
Castle Hill, and what remains of it is now the part of 
Harrington Street adjacent to Castle Street. The road 
that ran along the edge of the east moat is marked street 
way leading to Pool lane.

In the old days anyone proceeding along Castle Street 
to go to Pool Lane (now South Castle Street) would see 
Castle Street narrowed very much south of the Market 
Place, and its narrow south end blocked by the great 
gatehouse of the Castle with the moat in front of it. He 
was therefore obliged to turn to the left when he reached

1 soth Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Public Records. App., p. 40, 
No. 97. Copies in Athenaoum Library to which I am indebted.

2 Preamble to Act i G. c. xxi, and for the lease of 5 March, 3 Anne, see 
Picton, Records, ii, 34.
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the moat and proceed along its edge, for about 30 yds., 
along what is now Harrington Street, when, coming to 
the end of the north moat, he would turn to the right 
along the brink of the east moat. This moat was 76 yds. 
long and when he reached its end he would turn to the 
right to get to " the back of the castle " and Pool Lane. 
(See Figs. 33, 34 and 35).

The road along the edge of the east moat later got 
the name of Potato Market and later still of Castle Ditch. 
The latter name has been to some extent unfortunate 
as it has confused the street with the ditch or moat beside 
which it ran. Even Picton, though he correctly describes 
it in one place, states in another, that " the fosse 
became a highway." 1 The street Castle Ditch was 
done away with soon after 1827 when Castle Street was 
continued westward across it and the moat to the castle 
site Derby Square.

The Castle Street end of Harrington Street was widened 
some 5 or 6 ft. under the Act of I786, 2 so the northern 
edge of the moat here corresponds with a line some 5 or 
6 ft. from the south side of the street. As Castle Street 
was also considerably widened at the same time, the 
angle between the north and east moats is now only 18 
or 19 ft. from the west end of Harrington Street instead of 
nearly 30. 3

It is on record that the north moat was met with in 
excavating for the foundations of each of the two banks 
on the north side of Derby Square. The records of this 
are a little confusing from the fact of there having been 
several changes of name and occupation. 4 The building

1 Memorials, ii, 12 ; ibid., 126.
2 See Gregson's pencil sketch in Athenaeum Library, Box 3, No. 4, and 

Okill's 1822 plans in City Surveyor's Office, Municipal Buildings.
3 As above.
4 For example, Brooke, Liverpool, Last Quarter of Eighteenth Century, 

published 1853, p. 49, mentions seeing the moat exposed in the foundations 
of " the North and South Wales Bank," This is to-day (1928) the National 
Plpyincial Bank.
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between Fenwick Street and Lower Castle Street now 
(1928) occupied by the National Provincial Bank is much 
the older.

According to Gore's Directory the North and South 
Wales Bank first started in Liverpool in 1836 or 1837 a^ 
10 Cook Street. In the Directory of 1841 it is established 
in Derby Square where it has operated ever since, first in 
the old building west of Lower Castle Street and after 
about 1874 in the larger and newer building at the corner 
of Castle Street where it is still located under the changed 
title of Midland Bank. In possession of the manager is 
an excellent Daguerreo-type of the north side of Derby 
Square and end of Castle Street showing the old bank, 
now National Provincial, and a row of shops and offices 
called Castle Buildings, which formerly occupied the site 
of the present Midland Bank. In the Herdman collection 
at the Public Library is a drawing (No. 27) showing the 
same view. It is dated 1866. It is therefore clear that 
the building now occupied by the National Provincial 
Bank was in existence before 1866, and as the North and 
South Wales Bank had carried on business on that site 
without intermission from 1841 we may assume that the 
existing building goes back to that date. 1 The cellars of 
this bank are referred to by Brooke. 2

After it was vacated by the North and South Wales 
Bank it appears from Gore's Directory to have been 
occupied by Messrs. Gibbs, Bright & Co., shipowners, 
until it was taken, shortly before 1884, by the National 
Provincial Bank, who have occupied it ever since. The 
sub-basement is said to have been at one time occupied 
as a bonded warehouse. By sub-basement is meant a

1 Up to 1843 the bank is given in Gore's Directory as No. i Derby Square, 
but from 1845 onwards as No. 4. It is, however, clear from comparison of 
the names of occupiers that the change is one of numbering only, and that 
before 1845 the houses were numbered from James Street to Castle Street 
and after that date in the reverse direction.

2 See above, p. 182, note 4, and also in the Borough Engineer's (James 
Newlands) Report for 1856-62 fsee below, p. 186).
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second set of deeper cellars below the ordinary basement 
cellars. Both these banks on the north side of Derby 
Square have these deep sub-basements, due to the 
builders having met with the filled-in moat and thought 
it necessary to excavate it to the bottom to obtain reliable 
foundations. 1

The sub-basement of the National Provincial Bank has 
been excavated not only where the filled-in moat existed, 
but to the full extent of the site and forms a fine vaulted 
crypt with a double arcade of massive circular columns. 
The floor is rock and 23 ft. below the level of the street 
(Fig. 36).

The head office of the Midland Bank at the corner of 
Castle Street and Derby Square was built in 1868-9 f°r 
the Alliance Bank, which had previously carried on 
business at 40-1 Brown's Buildings. A description of 
the building will be found in the Builder 2 from which the 
following is quoted : 

ALLIANCE BANK, L'POOL. Lucy & Littlor, architects.
"... A portion of the basement fronting Castle Street 

is appropriated to the residence of the keeper of the premises ; 
whilst the residue, or that portion fronting Lower Castle Street, 
is devoted to offices, to be let off to Wine Merchants & others, 
in conjunction with the vaults in the sub-basement. The reason 
the vaults were introduced was, that in sinking for the foundation 
it was discovered that the rock on which a portion, of the premises 
stand had been cut away, and the opinion of the builders was, 
that they had alighted upon the moat of the old Castle, a view 
which would be favoured by the circumstance of a subterranean 
passage having been discovered, leading, it is supposed, down to 
the river. Under the circumstances, therefore, foundations 
had to be built and this led to the formation of the fire-proof 
vaults." It gives many dimensions, including " depth from 
the street to the vaults 22 feet." Also view and plan of ground 
floor.

In the Directory for 1872 the Alliance Bank is changed

1 See Brooke, Op. cit., p. 49, and Builder, vol. 27, pp. 306-7, anno 1869, 
quoted below. 2 Loc. cit.
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to National Bank of Liverpool. This, about 1875, 
removes to 14 Cook Street. The North and South 
Wales Bank replaces it at the corner of Castle Street and 
Alliance Buildings become Bank Buildings. The manager 
of the Midland Bank kindly allowed us to see the original 
plans and to inspect and measure the sub-basement. 
At the time of our inspection (12 Mar. 1928) certain 
alterations were in progress and the wall at the end of 
the eastern of the two projections on the south wall of 
the sub-basement (Fig. 37) had been broken through and 
ii ins. outside we saw a considerable surface of nearly 
vertical rock covered with pick-marks very similar to 
those found on the surfaces exposed in the excavation of 
last summer. 1

The wooden floor of the sub-basement was found to be 
21 ft. 6-5 ins. below the street-level. The width of the 
sub-basement at the floor-level is 25 ft., so clearly it 
occupies only the deep narrower part of the moat below 
the ledge (cf. Fig. 31).

Fig. 37 is a copy of Messrs. Lucy & Littler's plan of the 
sub-basement. The sides of the deep part of the moat 
are indicated by the wavy line. The upper part with 
more sloping sides is shown hatched north of the sub- 
basement. There was probably a similar slope on the 
south side. This would be under the foot-walk on the 
north side of the square and being outside the site is not 
indicated on the plan.

The edge of the moat, it is to be noted, is not parallel 
with the face of the building. It is about 3! ft. from 
the south-west corner and cuts slightly more than a foot 
off the south-east corner.

It is well known that there is under James Street a 
tunnel in the rock which led from the castle moat to the 
shore. 2 It of course had nothing to do with James

1 See pp. 176, 177.
2 Described in Seacorae's Home of Stanley (I.e.).
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Street. It was made long before there was any street. 
James Street when first made was very narrow and 
entirely north of the tunnel. The tunnel only came to 
be under the street after the latter was greatly widened. 
(See Fig. 34 and cf. Fig. 33.)

The tunnel is perhaps indicated with the surface 
fortifications on Gomme's plan (Fig. 38) by the three 
parallel lines leading from the castle to the shore.

It is referred to in the following extract from the 
Borough Engineer's (James Newlands) Report to the 
Health Committee, 1856-62 : 

" As connected with the sewers I may here notice a singular 
subterraneous work found in James Street. In ascertaining 
the exact depth of the old sewer in this street, with the view to 
obtain drainage for a sumph or well in the very deep cellars 
of the North & South Wales Bank ; r the workman came to a 
point where he plainly heard the sound of water dropping, not 
into the sewer but into some excavation below it. On trying 
this excavation with his probing iron, he found it to be very 
deep & nearly filled with mud. The existence of some sub 
terraneous work was known of before, but no one was aware of 
its position or its exact dimensions. On opening the ground 
and clearing away the mud, a tunnel cut in the solid rock was 
discovered. It is about seven feet high and nine feet wide for 
about eighty yards westwards from Derby Square and there 
its dimensions are 5 ft. by 6| ft. ; its sides are carefully dressed, 
but its roof is of ruder formation. It has a well-formed roadway 
at the bottom, with a channel sunk along its southern side to 
keep it dry. The road-way is 22 ft. below the surface of the 
street. At the junction of Back Goree with James Street the 
tunnel turns northwards. It is probable that this work con 
nected the Old Castle ditch either with the Old Tower or with 
some defences on the shore, as at that point where it may be 
conjectured it joined the Castle ditch provision for a gate has 
been made.

" This old defensive work has been made to serve a useful 
purpose, a proper sewer having been constructed along its 
bottom, at the cost of the North and South Wales Bank, 2 for 
the drainage of the deep cellars referred to."

1 Now of the National Provincial Bank. 2 Now Midland Bank.
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PART OF GOMME'S PLAN.
Same size as original.

The Parliamentary defences are indicated by the plain black line. Cf. reproduction 
in BaineSj loc. cit.
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This tunnel was carefully surveyed in 1910 by Mr. 
Harold C. Williams (now Assistant City Engineer) and I 
am allowed to publish a reduced copy of his plan (Fig. 
39). The channel beside the road along the bottom is 
shown in its original state. It was deepened to 6 ft. 
when the sewer was laid in it. 1

It will be noted that the lower end of the tunnel is now 
blocked up. In Newlands' time it turned north (see 
above) as it perhaps does in Gomme's plan. I think 
we may dismiss Newlands' suggestion that it was 
continued north to the tower and accept his alternative 
view which agrees with Seacome's description (I.e.). In 
that case it would probably end in some kind of fortified 
quay (Gomme's plan, Fig. 38), and it was perhaps the 
remains of this that Cox tells us he saw.

" An ancient warf made of very large blocks of yellow sand 
stone clamped with iron . . . exactly on the eastern line of the 
present Back Goree . . . when the store of Messrs. Ihlers & Bell 
at the bottom of Moor Street was rebuilt some years ago," i.e. 
before 1899. 2

Mr. Williams's plan shows that the upper end was 
about 20 ft. from the south-west corner of the National 
Provincial Bank, and two to three feet west of a line 
continuing the west wall of that building.

From what has been said it will be seen that we possess 
certain data from which we can find the position of the 
castle moat.

1. The Duchy plans of 1704/5 which give the measure 
ments, boundaries and compass points.

2. The ramps of the west moat as found in the exca 
vations of the summer of 1927.

3. The junction of the tunnel beneath James Street 
with the moat as given on Mr. Williams's plan.

4. The north moat as shown on Messrs. Lucy & Littler's

1 See old sewerage plan, logo, City Engineer's Office.
2 Trails., vol. 42, p. 196.

1
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plans of the Alliance (now Midland) Bank and 
examined March 1928. This is confirmed by 
examination of the deep cellars of the National 
Provincial Bank and by Brooke's statement 
(l.c.).

5. The known position from old plans (e.g. Chadwick's, 
Perry's, Eyes's, and Okill's 1822 volume) of the 
road along the east side of the east moat (later 
named Potato Market, and Castle Ditch) and 
along part of its north side (now part of Har- 
rington Street).

On Fig. 34 I have drawn over the plan of Derby Square 
the outline to scale of the Duchy plan of the castle moat, 
etc., in such a position as to comply with the above data. 

In the area enclosed by the moat I have sketchecl-in 
a rough plan of the castle after Gomme. It is however 
impossible, to do this to scale as the site according to 
the Duchy plans is longer from east to west than from 
north to south, while (iomme makes it the other way 
about. It is pretty clear however that the position of 
the various parts cannot be very far out if the site assigned 
to the moat is correct.

It will be seen that the north moat crossed the end of 
Castle Street extending northwards to a little beyond the 
edge of the pavement on the south side of Harrington 
Street, and that Messrs. Nixon & Thew's and the shops 
of the North Crescent are built on it in whole or in part. 1 

The east edge of the east moat crosses the end of Lord 
Street obliquely, intersecting it some 3 ft. or so from the 
North Crescent and about 15 ft. from the corner of the 
South Crescent.

The old street, Potato Market or Castle Ditch, crossed 
the end of Lord Street east of the moat. The east side 
of this ancient road corresponds approximately with a 
line drawn across Lord Street from the east edge of North

' Cf. Brooko, l.c.
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Crescent Chambers to the east edge of South Crescent 
Chambers. 1

About one-third of the houses of the South Crescent 
are on the moat.

The site of the great gate of the castle with its towers 
on each side of the entrance extends from the corner of 
the pavement on the west side of Castle Street to the 
pavement of the North Crescent.

Of the three round towers which were probably about 
40 ft. in diameter the north-west or great tower would 
be in Derby Square from the edge of the pavement to 
two-thirds across the road towards the Victoria Memorial 
and it would partly overlap the end of Lower Castle 
Street.

The south-west or prison tower site is within the 
Queen's Monument, but not concentric with it, being to 
the west and north of centre.

The south-east or new tower stood in the roadway of 
the square near the corner of the south side of Lord 
Street. We walk through its site in passing from the 
foot-walk on the south side of Lord Street to that on the 
north side of the Victoria Monument.

There is in the Athenaeum collection - a tracing of a 
plan, said to be "from the Corporation records," but 
without giving any reference, in which the castle moat 
is shown in relation to Derby Square before the 1827 
improvements. In my opinion it is incorrect and places

1 This line was the west boundary of the Castle orchard which extended 
from here to the edge of the pool at high water, i.e. about 30 yds. from the 
position of Paradise Street and Whitechapel. The north boundary of the 
orchard was parallel to and near Harrington Street, and the south boundary 
was between Lord Street and Cable Street but nearer the latter (Fig. 40). 
Through it Lord Molyncux constructed his new street Lord Street. The 
original street extended westward only as far as Castle Ditch (road) and it 
was not carried through to Derby Square until it was widened and the 
crescents made, under the Act of 1826, soon after 1827. A plan of the Castle 
orchard on the same scale as Perry's large map, and apparently taken from 
it, exists in an old rental (c. 1769) of the Molyneux property in the Estate Office 
at Croxteth which I have been kindly permitted to examine.

1 S.S. 20.
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the moat too far south. In it the north edge of the 
moat is nearly in line with the south side of James Street 
which would cause it to encroach far too little on the 
banks in Derby Square. Further, if we plot out on this 
plan the Corporation property shown in the Duchy plan 
of Feb. 1704/5 round the outside of the moat we find it 
overlaps the property on the opposite side of the street 
at the south-west corner and so blocks up the south end 
of Preeson's Row. The position I suggest not only does 
not do this but to some extent explains the curious angle, 
which always puzzled me, in the building line of Preeson's 
Row at the north edge of the projecting part of Old 
Castle Buildings near the corner of Redcross Street (see 
Figs. 30, 33 and 34).

The castle was Crown property and outside the juris 
diction and liberties of the town. Its denizens were con 
sequently not subject to the local laws and customs nor 
to the control of the town authorities, so that in later 
times when Lord Molyneux let it to civilians often of an 
undesirable kind, at any rate from the town point of 
view, it became a thorn in the flesh of the townsmen who 
consequently sought for means to control it.

It was also a source of some anxiety to the Crown. It 
still had some strength and it was feared that in times of 
unrest it might be fortified and used by those in rebellion. 

This was specially the case in the early eighteenth 
century. The constableship had been hereditary in the 
Molyneux family since the time of Henry VI and Lord 
Molyneux was a Roman Catholic. True he had been 
superseded in the office and had not been supported by 
the courts when in resentment he had seized the castle. 
Still it would be better if there were no castle.

So both Crown and town wanted to be rid of it. The 
trouble was on the one hand the cost of pulling it down 
and on the other the finding of an excuse to ignore 
Lord Molyneux's rights.
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At length the town found it wanted another church 
and thought it could ask the Crown for a gift of castle 
site for so good an object. The Crown, as the Act says. 
" in its zeal for religion " consented and so the Act of 
1714/5 was passed.

The town had previously had a lease of the castle for 
fifty years from 5 March 3 Anne (5th March 1704/5) and 
the lease gave power to demolish the castle * and to erect 
buildings. But pulling down castles is costly, as the 
Committee of the Council had found in 1659, 2 and the 
lessees clearly had not carried it out. They probably 
would not incur the expense with only a comparatively 
short lease, 3 but when the site was granted for ever and 
only part to be used for a church and the rest to be 
developed,4 as we would say, the expense of demolition 
became worth while.

The first St. George's Church was built from plans of 
Thomas Steers (the engineer of the old dock) and was 
consecrated in 1734. It had no churchyard proper but 
was raised on a built plateau the interior of which formed 
a kind of crypt, vaulted all over in brick,5 in which 
burials took place. The area of the plateau was con 
siderably greater than that of the church, and on its top 
all round the church was a terrace. Both church and 
plateau had apsidal east ends. The windows were very

1 Picton, Records, ii, 33 et sqq, 
- Picton, Memorials, ii, 5.
3 A letter in the Norris Papers (359) at the Public Library from Sir Thos. 

Johnston to Mr. Richard Norris shows that soon after the lease was granted 
it was thought that the masonry of the castle would be useful in building 
the " new dock," i.e. the Old Dock on the site of which the Custom House 
now stands.

" LONDON. Jany. 27, 1707.
"... On Sunday night in good time I saw Mr. Sorocold he would gladly 

serve us about the Dock he's a very ingeneous Man he's of opinion it may 
be very well done and the stones in the Castle will save a great deal of 
money he'l tell you the charge within 3 or 400 which is as near as can be 
computed. . . ."

4 Cf. Brooke, op. cit., p. 523, Council Minute, 7 Apl. 1725.
5 Picton, Records, ii, 163.
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tall and the tower somewhat in the " Lancashire style," 
there being an octagonal stage between the tower and 
spire. This building is illustrated in Enfield's Liverpool.

The plans (Fig. 33) show the terrace on the south side 
much wider than that on the north, and at each end of 
the south terrace on the ground-level was an octagonal 
building. Of these the west was used by the clerk of the 
adjacent market and the east by the night watch as a 
lock-up, etc. Between the octagonal buildings and under 
the widening of the terrace were six arched recesses for 
the use of the market people. This difference between 
the north and south sides of the plateau seems not to 
have been part of Steers' original plan, as, according to 
Lacey, 1 the recesses and flanking buildings are an addition 
of 1704 thirty years after the church was completed. 
The same writer informs us that five of the original six 
arches fell down as soon as the centerings were removed 
and had to be rebuilt. 1'icton's account is somewhat 
different. He says the church was very much crowded 
round with buildings " and in 1750 the area on the south 
side and part of that on the west side of the chureh were 
cleared ol buildings and {\\vsnrfacc lowered. To accommo 
date the altered level arcades were formed under the 
church yard |x/c| crowned with a ballnstrade and finished 
by an octagonal building at each end." The addition 
was called " St. (ieorge's Arcade."

Alter the church had stood lor a little over twenty-five 
years it was found that the steeple was beginning to lean 
away from it to the westward, and some thought it was 
in danger of falling. 2 Repairs were frequent, but in 
1789, though the steeple was found to be 3 ft. 2 ins. out 
of the perpendicular, seven architects reported that it 
was in no immediate danger and the inclination was not 
increasing. A few years later, however, rents formed

1 J'iciorial Liverpool (1844). z Pictun, KtCorJs, ii, 278.
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between the tower and the body of the church and caused 
much public alarm. In 1809 the mayor had the steeple 
examined by two London architects whose views as well 
as those of the Corporation surveyor were brought before 
the Council. They agreed that it was in a bad state 
and could not be repaired and it was at once pulled clown. 
The instability was attributed to sinking of the founda 
tion and the perishable quality of the stone. 1

The foundation stone of the new tower was not laid 
till 9 March 1819 and between that date and 1825 it was 
found necessary to rebuild not only the steeple but the 
whole church, 2 which was done from designs of Mr. 
Foster, the surveyor and architect to the Corporation. 8 
This is the church which was pulled down in 1899. 4 
The tower is said to have been 30 ft. square at the 
ground, and 214 ft. high.

Both the first and second churches were built on the 
same site, namely on part of the south-west portion of the 
castle site including that of the prison tower and partly 
on the filled-in moat. In Fig. \\ I have dotted-in the 
outline of the second church taken from the Ordnance 
Survey map (88 ft. to I in.)/'

Both the first and second towers were in part over the

1 Touzeau, Rise and Progress of L'pool, i, 753. Contemporary .^trungcrs, 
etc.

* Rev. Dr. Thorn, Truns., 4, p. ibi.
3 For an engraving of the new church, see Stranger of 1836.
< There is an account of it with views in our Trims., si, in-
 '' For the plan of the first church, see Fig. 33.
In lirooke, o/>. cit., p. 524, a council minute of 15 April 1725 is quoted: 

"... new church to be erected in the late Castle, upon the (iround where 
the old large square stone tower, and the stone buildings adjoining to the 
same northwards, now stand. . . ."

This shows that at this time there were still standing, within the area of 
the church site which I have marked out, certain stone buildings, pre 
sumably remains of the castle, the chief of which was a square tower.

At the time of Elizabeth's Commissioner's report, 1559 (Trails., 59, 163) 
there was no square tower existing, worthy of mention, other than the gate 
house. That was clearly far from the church site.

Gomme's plan shows the same in Charles the First's time.
The " True Survey of the Castle of Leverpoole " preserved in Sir Roger
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ramp of the moat and in part over the floor. The foun 
dations of the first tower were presumably not carried 
right down to the bottom of the moat, or they could 
hardly have sunk (see architects' report above). Being 
partly on the rock of the ramp and partly on the made 
ground of the moat the tower would settle unequally.

Fig. 41 is a diagram of the church remains found in 
the excavation of 1927.

It will be seen that they consist chiefly of two L-shaped 
masses of masonry. Of these the south-western is the 
foundation of the north-east corner of the tower, while 
the other is that of the western part of the north aisle 
(cf. Fig. 34).

There is a gap between the two masses of masonry 
indicating that they were not built at the same time. 
The tower, we have seen, was rebuilt, at any rate in part, 
before it was thought it would be necessary to rebuild 
the church. But it may be that in view of the fate of 
the lirst tower the gap was left designedly so as to let the 
tower stand free from the rest of the building.

The tower walls were 5 ft. thick and consisted of hard 
yellow sandstone in large blocks, some measuring as much 
as 4 ft. by 4 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ins. They were roughly squared 
and fitted close together but without mortar of any kind. 
Several stones were found broken across into east and 
west portions. The crack was not vertical but inclined 
from above downwards and to the east. We thought 
that the western part was somewhat depressed. This 
suggested that the second tower was going the way of 
the lirst, unless indeed these were the foundations of the

Bradshaigh's Letter Book (Trims., 63, 127), undated, but about the Restora 
tion, mentions two small towers about ten foot square apiece. One of these 
could hardly be called a large tower. Perhaps the tower was the remains of 
the horse-mill which was fairly " large " 8 yards broad and stood against 
the south wall between two breaches made in demolition (ibid.} and was stilt 
standing and working in Edward Moore's time (1668). See Moore Rental, 
in Irvine's L'pool in Charles II, p. 88.
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first, the later builders thinking the}' had subsided as far 
as they could go and become stable.

East of the moat ledge the stones were laid on rock, 
the ramp of the moat being cut into steps to receive 
them, while west of that line they passed down into the 
moat filling to a depth not ascertained.

The south-west corner of the excavation within the 
tower was occupied by a north and south brick J barrel 
vault 14 ins. thick, and estimated by the engineers to be 
of about 15 ft. span. The back had been broken and it 
was filled in above and below, doubtless when the tower 
was demolished.

The other large L-shaped piece of masonry was a four- 
foot wall, clearly the west and a bit of the north wall of 
the north aisle. It stood on the rock of the upper ramp 
of the moat squared and stepped to receive it. The wall 
was ashlar-faced on both sides with a rubble core. The 
rubble was dry, but about every 12 to 15 ins. at the level 
of the joints of the ashlar courses there was a layer of 
mortar right across the wall an inch or so thick. The 
ashlar was mostly a hard grey sandstone containing 
occasionally rounded pebbles of grey marl often with a 
reddish circumference. It was a quite different stone 
from that of the tower foundations.

The north wall of the aisle gradually petered out on 
the rising bank of the moat, as shown in the plan. There 
was no sign of it on the east face of the cutting. This 
proves that the bank rose to a higher level when the 
church was built.

From the west wall of the aisle, about 8£ ft. from the 
tower, a two-foot ashlar stone wall ran out west to the 
edge of the excavation. It was doubtless the north wall 
of the small square building in the angle between the 
tower and the body of the church seen in the views. The 
part of this wall on the upper ramp of the moat was

1 All brick uK-t with was of the modern size-.
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divided from the remainder by a gap of several inches 
containing filling. The rest had a foundation of its own 
on the moat filling, as follows. The wall stood on a great 
block, 5 ft. wide, of very hard red stone with white 
specks in it, said to be Parbold stone. This in turn rested 
on a mass of concrete 2 ft. 6 ins. thick and 5 to 6 ft. wide. 
The concrete was very hard and white and contained 
much finely broken-up red brick. It rested in a hollow 
in the old clay-like filling, into which, under the line of 
the wall, were driven two piles 5 ft. apart. One of these 
was quite near the edge of the lower ramp. It was only 
2 ft. long and was extracted with its iron shoe (Fig. 31). 
The other was 9 ft. long and its shoe was not drawn out 
with it. The part of the hollow in the old filling, not 
occupied by the foundation, was filled up with rubbish 
containing many fragments of Welsh slates. In this later 
tilling a completely defaced copper coin was found.

Many brick vaults were met with, some fairly intact, 
others tumbled in. All were tilled with earth, no doubt 
\vlirn the church \vas demolished. As well as these and 
what is shown in the plan there was a great quantity of 
eontiised brickwork. Some seemed due to old vaults 
that had been disturbed and altered when others were 
made, but much was more massive and due to rebuilding 
and reconstruction, not only when the second church was 
built but probably during the numerous attempts to 
strengthen the foundations of the old tower.

In conclusion I desire to express my gratitude to many 
who have helped me in this work. Especially I wish to 
thank the city engineer and his staff. Mr. Harold C. 
Williams not only allowed me to use and publish his 
plan, but gave me much other help.

Mr. Aman put the resources of the engineer's drawing 
office at my disposal and several of the figures illustrating 
the paper are, or are based on, drawings by Mr. Wright 
and Mr. Wesker of his staff.
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The City Surveyor and Mr. Buckle}' of his department 
were very obliging.

I also wish to thank Mr. Owen the contractor's fore 
man, and lastly but by no means least the Managers of 
the Midland and National Provincial Banks and the Com 
mittee, Master, and Staff of the Athemeum.


